
 

 

Addendum A 

PROJECT SERVICES 
 
If Buyer is purchasing Project Services from Supplier, the following terms and conditions will apply to the performance 
of the services by Supplier. 
 
1. Services:  Supplier will provide the services described in the order (the “Services”).  The Services may include:  (a) 
preparation of testing protocol, procedures and validation documentation; (b) system design; (c) installation of Supplier’s 
products; (d) project management; (e) testing; and (f) training.  The Services will be performed by Supplier with the standard of 
care, skill and diligence as is customary in the industry. 
 

2. Billing:  Unless otherwise stated in the order or in this contract, Supplier will invoice Buyer for the Services on the 
completion of work or delivery of products or services or on the completion of milestones specified in the order, but may, in 
Supplier’s sole discretion, invoice Buyer monthly for the Services in the case of Buyer delay, cancellation of the order after 
Services have commenced or if Supplier determines at any time that Buyer’s financial condition requires more frequent billing 
and payment.  Also, Supplier may, in its sole discretion, determine at any time that Buyer’s financial condition requires a 
deposit in advance, and, if such requirement is not met, Supplier may cancel the order or any part thereof and receive 
reasonable cancellation fees or the fees specifically provided herein, whichever is greater.  Payment is due to Supplier no later 
than thirty (30) days from date of invoice.  If Buyer fails to pay any payment due hereunder when due, Supplier may recover, in 
addition to the payment due, interest thereon at the lesser of 1 1/2% per month or the maximum lawful monthly interest rate, 
and reasonable attorney’s fees. 
 

3. Project Contact:  Buyer will identify to Supplier an individual who will be the primary contact for Supplier for the Services.  
Supplier’s primary contact for Buyer will be Supplier’s Project Manager identified upon project commencement. 
 

4. Factory Acceptance Testing (“FAT”): 
 

(a) Commencement of FAT; Changes.  Unless otherwise stated in the order, FAT will be conducted at Supplier’s site in 
Boulder, Colorado (“FAT Site”).  FAT will commence within three (3) months of the date of the order or as otherwise 
mutually agreed. 

 

(b) FAT Protocol; Approval.  Buyer will approve FAT protocol and procedures (“FAT Documentation”) at least ten (10) 
working days prior to the commencement of FAT, and if not expressly approved, Buyer’s arrival at FAT Site will be 
deemed acceptance of the FAT Documentation.  Any Buyer-requested changes to the FAT Documentation made 
less than 10 working days prior to the commencement of FAT will be billed to Buyer at the current hourly rate 
charged by Supplier. 

 

(c) Single Pass Testing.  Unless otherwise stated in the order, FAT is priced at single pass testing.  Additional or repeat 
testing (other than following a “no-pass” test result), audits or other procedures requested by Buyer in the FAT 
Documentation or at the FAT Site and not included in the FAT Documentation will be billed to Buyer at the current 
hourly rate charged by Supplier. 

 

(d) Equipment.  Upon the determination of the date of commencement of FAT as provided above, Supplier will order and 
invoice Buyer all equipment, instrumentation and materials necessary for FAT as described in the order or made 
necessary by changes to the FAT Documentation (collectively, “Project Equipment”).  Until FAT commences, the 
Project Equipment will be stored at a secure location at Supplier’s site, but dedicated for use with the order. 

 

(e) Acceptance.  At the completion of FAT, a “pass” result for the test or tests requested by Buyer in the FAT 
Documentation or otherwise will be considered Buyer’s acceptance of the FAT (“FAT Acceptance”).  Upon FAT 
Acceptance, unless notified in writing prior to shipment by Buyer, Supplier is authorized to ship the Project Equipment 
to Buyer’s site specified in the order.  If a delay in shipment is requested by Buyer as provided in this section, 
Supplier will store the Project Equipment at a site selected by Supplier for up to thirty (30) days after Acceptance at 
no additional charge.  After such 30-day period, Buyer will be billed a storage fee of one-half percent (0.5%) of the 
cost of the Project Equipment per week up to eight (8) weeks after Acceptance.  Unless otherwise agreed in writing, 
after such 8-week period, Buyer must authorize Supplier to ship the Project Equipment or cancel the order.  In the 
event of cancellation after FAT Acceptance, Buyer remains responsible to pay for the Project Equipment and all other 
charges permitted hereunder. 

 

5. Site Acceptance Testing (“SAT”): 
 

(a) Commencement of SAT; Changes; Price Validity.  SAT will be conducted at Buyer’s site specified in the order (“SAT 
Site”) on a mutually agreeable date.  The quoted price for SAT stated in the order is valid for ninety (90) days after 



 

 

FAT Acceptance.  In the event that Buyer delays the commencement of SAT beyond such 90-day period, the SAT 
price is subject to increase at Supplier’s sole discretion. 

 

(b) SAT Protocol; Approval.  Buyer will approve SAT protocol, procedures and validation (“SAT Documentation”) at 
least ten (10) working days prior to the scheduled commencement of SAT.  The failure of Buyer to notify Supplier in 
writing of its desire to delay the commencement of SAT at least three (3) working days prior to Supplier’s scheduled 
arrival at the SAT Site will be deemed acceptance of SAT Documentation.  Any Buyer-requested changes to SAT 
Documentation made less than 10 working days prior to the commencement of SAT will be billed to Buyer at the 
current hourly rate charged by Supplier.  Any Buyer request to delay the commencement of SAT made less than 
three (3) working days prior to the scheduled commencement date of SAT will result in additional charges equal to 
Supplier’s personnel’s travel costs and any and all other costs incurred by Supplier associated with the cancellation 
of SAT. 

 

(c) Commissioning.  Prior to SAT, Supplier’s Installation Manager will review and confirm all aspects of the installation 
and functionality of the  Project Equipment. 

 

(d) Single Pass Testing.  Unless otherwise stated in the order, SAT is priced at single pass testing.  Additional or repeat 
testing (other than following a “no-pass” test result), audits or other procedures requested by Buyer in the SAT 
Documentation or at the SAT Site and not included in the SAT Documentation will be billed to Buyer at the current 
hourly rate charged by Supplier. 

 

(e) Acceptance.  At the completion of SAT, a “pass” result for the test or tests requested by Buyer in the SAT 
Documentation or otherwise and the delivery by Supplier to Buyer of any Project validation documentation will be 
considered Buyer’s acceptance of the SAT (“SAT Acceptance”).  Upon  SAT Acceptance, Supplier’s responsibility 
under the order is complete. 

 

6. Conditional Acceptance:  Buyer and Supplier may mutually agree to a “Conditional Acceptance” of FAT or SAT under 
the following circumstances: 
 

(a) Additional Testing:  If during FAT or SAT Buyer requests additional or extraordinary testing not included in the FAT 
Documentation or SAT Documentation (as the case may be), Supplier may require that Buyer “conditionally accept” 
the FAT or SAT prior to the performance of such testing.  Conditional Acceptance means that upon a “pass” result for 
the FAT or SAT as stated in the applicable Documentation, Buyer is deemed to have accepted the FAT or SAT, as 
the case may be, for all purposes even if the additional or extraordinary testing results in a “no pass” result.  Unless 
otherwise agreed in writing, Supplier does not guarantee a “pass” result for any additional or extraordinary testing. 

 

(b) Expense:  Buyer may be responsible for the cost to perform such additional or extraordinary testing pursuant to 
Sections 4(b) and (c) and 5(b) and (d) above with regard to changes to the FAT or SAT Documentation. 

 

(c) Satisfaction of Condition:  If Supplier agrees to perform the additional or extraordinary testing and such testing results 
in a “no-pass” result, Supplier will investigate the cause of the “no-pass” result.  Buyer and Supplier will agree on 
resolution of and responsibility for the cost to correct the problem.  In no event will any payment due to Supplier upon 
FAT Acceptance or SAT Acceptance be delayed due to a “no-pass” result under this Section 6. 

 

7. Buyer Responsibilities: 
 

(a) Hazards.  Buyer will provide written notice to Supplier of any hazardous materials or environments at Buyer’s site.  
Buyer will supply, at Buyer’s expense, reasonable protection for Supplier’s personnel against such hazards and 
appropriate training of Supplier’s personnel for any special procedures and precautions necessary to perform the 
Services, including but not limited to, gowning procedures and corporate and site safety requirements. 

 

(b) Utilities.  Buyer will provide Supplier, at Buyer’s expense, all electrical power, water and other utilities necessary to 
perform the Services at Buyer’s facility. 

 

(c) Access; Overtime.  Buyer will provide Supplier with access to Buyer’s site during normal working hours.  Unless 
otherwise stated in the order, Services performed at Buyer’s site after normal working hours will be billed at 
Supplier’s overtime rate.  Supplier’s normal working hours while at Buyer’s site are 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Buyer’s 
time zone) or otherwise as agreed in writing between Supplier and Buyer. 

 



 

 

(d) Work Space.  Buyer will provide Supplier with the physical space at Buyer’s site necessary to reasonably to perform 
the Services. 

 

8. Training:  Training of Buyer’s personnel is charged to Buyer on “per day,” “per trainer” basis and, unless specifically 
provided in the order, is not included in the quotation for the Services.  Buyer may request training services which will be billed 
separately to Buyer. 
 

9. Travel:  Reasonable travel expenses for Supplier’s personnel to Buyer’s site are charged to Buyer.  Additional costs may 
be incurred by Buyer if travel requirements or dates are changed by Buyer. 
 

10. Project Communication:  Unless otherwise mutually agreed, electronic communications between Supplier and Buyer will 
be in the following formats:  (i) general communications – standard MS-Office package; (ii) project scheduling – MS Project; (iii) 
drawings – AutoCad LT; and (iv) other - .PDF file format.  The quote for Services includes delivery of a single hard copy of any 
documentation (or one CD) required to be provided by Supplier to Buyer.  Buyer will be billed for any additional hard copies, 
CDs or other media requested by Buyer. 
 

11. Buyer Equipment:  Buyer is responsible for ensuring the performance, integrity and completeness of any Buyer-supplied 
equipment, instrumentation, software, documentation and other items used by Supplier in connection with its performance of 
the Services. 
 

12. Buyer Cooperation:  Buyer and Supplier will use their best efforts to review, approve and exchange documents, data and 
other information necessary or helpful to Supplier’s performance of the Services on a timely basis.  Buyer acknowledges that 
the failure to timely turnaround documents necessary to Supplier’s performance of the Services may adversely effect Supplier’s 
ability to perform the Services or perform the Services within the deadlines set forth in the order.  As such, Supplier has no 
liability for delay, or for failure to timely meet any milestones or other deadlines, and all applicable dates and deadlines will 
automatically be extended by the length of the delay should Buyer fail to comply with this Section 12. If Supplier cannot 
schedule Services within 6 months due to failure of Buyer to comply with this section the uncompleted Services of this Order 
will be cancelled.   
 

13. Project Cancellation Fees:  Buyer may terminate the order upon five (5) working days prior written notice to Supplier 
upon payment of the cancellation fees provided in this contract.  In particular, Buyer will be responsible for and pay Supplier for 
all labor performed, the cost of the Project Equipment and any other materials acquired or supplied by Supplier to, or on behalf 
of, Buyer, reasonable wind-down costs incurred in reassigning Supplier’s personnel to other projects and all expenses incurred 
prior to the effective date of such notice, including but not limited to the cost of permits, project management, documents, and 
travel and lodging of Supplier’s personnel. 

 

 


